Jim Trelease (personal communication) has suggested that one very positive experience can create a reader, one "home run" book. The term "home run" book is taken from Fadiman (1947), in reference to his earliest experience in reading, a book entitled The Overall Boys. "One's first book, kiss, home run, is always the best."

We tested Trelease's hypothesis in a previous study (Von Spreckens, Kim and Krashen, 1999) in which we found that 53% of the fourth graders we interviewed said that there was indeed one book or experience that interested them in reading. A wide variety of book titles were mentioned.

In this study, we attempt to replicate this result with a different population. Our original sample consisted of three schools. In one, 59% of the students were considered low income (received free or reduced lunch), while at the other two, 17% and 18% were in this category. In this study, we interviewed sixth graders from a high poverty school in the Los Angeles Unified School District: 94% were eligible for free or reduced price lunch.

Our sample consisted of 103 children, a sample of convenience made available to us by the principal. We have no reason to suspect that these 103 differ in any significant way from the entire sixth grade population of the school (n = 888). All 103 were proficient in English, except for four who were categorized as English Language Learners.

We asked the same questions asked in Von Spreckens, Kim and Krashen (1999): 1. Do you like to read? 2. Is there one book or experience that interested you in reading?

In addition, we added the following to question (1): If" yes," why do you like to read? If "no," why do you dislike reading?

**Results**

A large majority of the students said they liked to read (84% or 87/103). Of the
sixteen who said they did not like to read, nearly all said it was because books were boring, e.g. "I dislike reading because it is boring and because if I keep on reading I will go to sleep." In fact, ten of the subjects used the word "boring" in their responses. Only one subject disliked reading because it was "hard."

Most subjects reported having a home run book experience: 75% (77/103) said that there was one book or experience that interested them in reading. As in Von Sprecken et. al., a wide variety of titles were mentioned, including Don't Look at the Mirror, Kristy's Great Idea, The Giver, Night in the Terror Tower, The Giving Tree, The Plague, The Outsiders, Island of the Blue Dolphin, Looking for Home, Calling All Creeps, Pigs Can Fly, The Diary of Anne Frank, Goosebumps, Matilda, Annie and the Old One and Go Dogs Go.

Discussion

Trelease's hypothesis receives very strong support here - one positive experience can make a difference. This result appears to hold for children from a wide variety of socio-economic backgrounds. This is very good news. Reluctant readers may simply be waiting for their home run book. Our finding that readers mentioned a wide variety of books underscores the importance of providing many different titles in school and classroom libraries and introducing children to a wide range of literature in language arts.

Our finding that 84% of the students like to read is in agreement with Von Sprecken et. al., who reported that 96% of their fourth graders liked to read. Both of these results are contrary to common wisdom: Literacy campaigns feel children must be encouraged and urged to read, and feel that incentives are necessary. Common wisdom also holds that building up skills must precede reading for pleasure; indeed, the major cause of infrequent voluntary reading, it has been suggested, is the inability to decode individual words "automatically" and fluently. But very few of our nonreaders claimed that difficulty in reading was responsible for their lack of interest. From their responses, it appears that they simply didn't have interesting things to read.

Our findings lead to an interesting question: The students at the school we investigated perform quite poorly on standardized tests. In the 1999 SAT9, the sixth grade mean was the 25th percentile for all students, the 30th excluding limited English proficient children. While these scores are better than other schools at their SES level, they are low. If the children are so positive about reading, why should their scores be so low? In our view, they are not reading enough, and they are not
reading enough because they have little access to books. It has been demonstrated that children from low SES backgrounds have very little access to books at home, in the community (public library) and in schools (school and classroom libraries) (for a thorough review of this evidence, see McQuillan, 1998). It is also quite likely that few of these children have a comfortable, quiet place to read, factors also known to influence the amount of reading children do (Krashen, 1993).

These children are willing to read and appear to be enthusiastic about reading. We suggest that they would read more, and hence read better, if more reading material were available to them. The minority who do not like to read are simply waiting for the right pitch to hit their home run. They don't need encouragement, they don't need incentives. They need books.


But that run was pure magic. And of course it all started 24-years-ago (if you can believe that) with Toy Story. What a brilliant concept. Randy Newman does another killer job with the score and a couple of new songs. Keanu Reeves practically steals the movie as an Evel Knievel-type toy (Duke Caboom), and the last scene â€” man, what a heart-wrencher. My Thursday night show was packed with small kids who were hypnotized for the full 100 minutes, as was I. Spider-Man: Far From Home brings Tom Holland back as the young Peter Parker. However, things are not the same from the last time we saw him. For one, he was Decimated in Infinity War, which had him displaced for five years. Another great show Peter. Thank you. When the price drops to $1000 I may be forced to buy the RP as my entry into full frame. Until then, My M50 is just fine for my video production. Unless you are doing cinema quality work, I donâ€™t see why 1080p isnâ€™t perfectly fine and, in fact, far superior to most ES-plrs. JCANPetros Hace 3 meses. Great video Peter, from start to end. Guy Jordan Hace 4 meses. Home run more like a bunt. Good analysis Peter. V Bowers Hace 4 meses. I don't see your shirt being more purple then blue.